Congratulations to all of the 2011 AOF International Film Festival Award Nominees and Winners!

Great job. Winners are in Green Runner Up in Red

Best Editing - Feature
1.  5th & Alameda
2.  Amy Alyson Fans
3.  Psycho Killer Bloodbath
4.  The Sad Café
5.  Decalogue
6.  Disrupt / Dismantle

Best Editing - Short
1.  Earthship
2.  The Spirit of Isabel
3.  Cold Sore
4.  Vigilante
5.  Mind Rush
6.  St. Christopher’s Roadkill

Best Score Feature
1.  Emulation
2.  Hoodoo Voodoo
3.  The Magic of Christmas
4.  The Sad Café
5.  Through The Eye
6.  Tiger

Best Score Short
1.  Through the Red Door
2.  Ms Christmas
3.  The Wine Cellar
4.  Ready to Pop
5.  Supernumerary
6.  Surviving Hunger

Best Soundtrack
1.  The Pardoner’s Tale
2.  One Long Day
3.  Joshua Tree
4.  Amy Alyson Fans
5.  Black Red and Yellow
6.  Supernumerary

Best Documentary Cinematography
1.  Deforce 1239
2.  Vundes Vun van a Man
3.  Bikes and Broken Bones
4.  Telling Amy’s Story
5.  The Wanted: The Part of Rock and Roll They Never Tell You About

Best Cinematography Feature
1.  Bambara Walalla
2.  Joshua Tree
3.  Pimp
4.  Au Pair Kansas
5.  Far Away Eyes
6.  Zombie Drugs

Best Cinematography Short
1.  Awake in the Darkness
2.  Pillow Talk
3.  Clara’s Carma
4.  Lex
5.  The Wave
6.  The Haymaker

Best Title Sequence
1.  The Shift
2.  The Pardoner’s Tale
3.  Pitch Black
4.  The Reflex
5.  Mole Man
6.  Coup De Cinema

Best Visual Effects Feature
1.  The Trap Door
2.  Coup De Cinema
3.  Children of the Hunt
4.  The Academy
5.  Inhabitant
6.  Hellphone
**Best Special Effects Feature**
1. Ninja Zombies
2. Bad To The Bone
3. The Legend of Kamen
4. Psycho Killer Bloodbath
5. Hellphone
6. *The Trap Door*

**Best Special Effects Short**
1. Cockpit: The Rule of Engagement
2. *The Man Who Knew How To Fly*
3. Exile
4. Invaders
5. Gratitude
6. Roid Rage

**Best Visual Effects Short**
1. *Supernumerary*
2. The Man Who Knew How To Fly
3. Fallout
4. Lex
5. Invaders
6. A Rendezvous

**Best Art Direction - Feature**
1. The Dinner Party
2. *Zombie Drugs*
3. Speed Date
4. Decalogue
5. The Academy
6. Life! Camera Action

**Best Art Direction – Short**
1. *Supernumerary*
2. The Action Hero’s Guide to Saving Lives
3. Table Six
4. Wreck
5. The Last Warrior
6. *Endless*

**Best Costumes - Short**
1. Cockpit: The Rule of Engagement
2. *Supernumerary*
3. The Man Who Knew How To Fly
4. Tell Gordon Hello
5. *Reue*
6. H4: Shakespeare’s Henry IV 1 and 2

**Best Make-up**
1. Zombies and Assholes
2. *Mozzman Episode 3*
3. Invaders
4. Immacul8
5. Gratitude
6. *An Evening With My Comatose Mother*

**Best Sound Design**
1. Awake in the Darkness
2. The Action Hero’s Guide to Saving Lives
3. The Overture
4. Cold Sore
5. Gun Down
6. *The Price*

**Best Action Sequence Feature**
1. Bloodline
2. Far Away Eyes
3. Ever After
4. The Suppressor
5. *One Long Day*
6. Disrupt / Dismantle

**Best Action Sequence Short**
1. The Price
2. Breaking Cover: Episode 1
3. Angering the Gods
4. *The Battle IV: Istanbul Connection*
5. The End – Vengeance Sequence
6. Frank McCuff: Police Force Vigilante
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Best Action Sequence Martial Arts
Feature
1. Ninja Zombies
2. Sanctioned To Die
3. La Hora Cero
4. Chronicles of the Order: Bloodline
5. Bad To The Bone
6. The Legend of Kamen

Best Action Sequence Martial Arts
Short
1. Agent 6 – Jason K. Carpenter
2. Frank McCuff: Police Force Vigilante
3. Agent MX-Z3RO
4. Den Draka
5. The Battle IV: Istanbul Connection
6. Yo Soy Un Hombre Loco

Best Fight Choreography - Feature
1. Far Away Eyes
2. Hoodoo Voodoo
3. Sanctioned To Die
4. The Chronicles Of The Order
   Bloodline
5. The Legend of Kamen
6. Bad To The Bone

Best Fight Choreography – Short
1. Yo Soy Un Hombre Loco
2. Angering the Gods
3. The Reunion
4. Roshambo Apocalypse
5. Battle Hero Absolute
6. Blood Trail

Breakout Action Star – Male – Short
1. Sam Puefa – Driven by Revenge
2. Dinos Gregoriou – The Reunion
5. Alexander J. Diaz – Frank McCuff
6. Ken Quin Xiao Xiog – Den Draka

Breakout Action Star – Female – Feature
1. Natasha Cordova – Legend of Kamen
2. D’Anne Dettore – Bad To The Bone
3. Alexa Shapiro – Hoodoo Voodoo
4. Kristina Lehr – Legend of Kamen
5. Mercedes Renard – Far Away Eyes
6. Sandra Luesse – Disrupt / Dismantle

Breakout Action Star – Female - Short
1. Drinie Aguilar – Angering the Gods
2. Moniqua Plante – Pillow Talk
3. Syra McCarthy – Boxed Up
4. Thalma Defreitas – Heaven Garden
5. Katrina Matusek – Xtraction
6. Annie Boon – Contingency

Best New Director
1. James Howarth – Inhabitant
2. Keith Mosher – One Long Day
3. Alexander Tuschinski – Philanthropy
4. Ora Yashar – Melting the Snowmen
5. C-zar – Mama
6. Jillian O’Neil – A Separate Life

Male Action Performer of the Year
1. Anthony De Longis
2. Will Yun Lee
3. Johnny Callas
4. Robert Thorne
5. David Perkins
6. Emmanuel Manzanares
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Female Action Performer of the Year
1. Bianca Valentin – Through The Eye
2. Mercedes Renard – Far Away Eyes
3. Maja Mae – The Last Warrior
4. Marinela Dekic – The Last Warrior
5. Kim Rhodes – Deadbeat
6. Anna Yosin – Tale of Two Dragons

Best Actor - Feature
1. Gary C. Warren – Loss For Words
2. Corey Sevier – 5th & Alameda
3. Ryan Eggold – Driving By Braille
4. Robert Cavanah – Pimp
5. Havard Lilliebie – Au Pair Kansas
6. Thomas Getty – Emulation

Action Film of the Year - Feature
1. Legend of Kamen
2. Time Again
3. Kings and Nines
4. Ninja Zombies
5. La Hora Cero (the Zero Hour)
6. Ever After: Reloaded

Best Actor Short
1. Joseph D. Reitman – Anti People
2. Ty Granderson Jones – Napoleonic
3. Barry J. Saltzman – Slight
4. Christopher Meehan – Gratitude
5. Aaron Merken – Freak
6. Trevor Morgan – The Haymaker

Best Actress Feature
1. Nikki Rodriguez – Black Heart
2. Julie Crisante – Embers of the Sky
3. Anna Marie MacLeod – Political Animals
4. Tracie Lords – Au Pair Kansas
5. Cooper Harris – Amy Alyson Fans
6. Saye Yabandeh – 5th & Alameda

Best Actress Short
1. Erin Schwanitz – Amy Alyson Fans
2. Finola Hughes – Driving By Braille
3. Holly Matthews – The Dinner Party
4. Ashley Serrao – Snatch N Grab
5. Austin Cook – Artifacts

Best Supporting Actor - Feature
1. Tom Sizemore – Through The Eye
2. Danny Dyer – Pimp 1653
3. Michael Madsen – Joshua Tree
4. Boyd Clack – Risen
5. Mario Van Pebbles – 5th & Alameda
6. Miguel Ferrar – Far Away Eyes

Best Supporting Actor - Short
1. John Noble – Risen
2. Stephen Tobolowsky – Clara’s Carma
3. Nick Mancuso – Napoleonic
4. Alan Lowman – Candy Apple Red
5. Dorv Armor – Table Six
6. Austin Cook – Artifacts

Best Supporting Actress – Feature
1. Erin Schwanitz – Amy Alyson Fans
2. Finola Hughes – Driving By Braille
3. Holly Matthews – The Dinner Party
4. Ashley Serrao – Snatch N Grab
5. Ashley Cruz – Black Heart
6. Amanda Bladen – The Academy

Best Supporting Actress – Short
1. Mekenna Melum – Melting the Snowmen
2. Saskia Burmeister – Cold Sore
3. Amy Lynn Stewart – Mama
4. Catherine L. Haggquist – A Rendezvous
5. Mekenzie Cowan – Supernumerary
6. Danielle Camastra – Stuffer
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Best Supporting Actress – Short
1. Kristina Linder – Losing Unconsciousness
2. Meredith Binder – Three Actresses Walk Into A Bathroom
4. Jenna Harrison – Endless
5. Carmen C. Barken – Agent MX-Z3RO
6. Christie Insley – Forever No More

Best Young Actor - Short
1. Stone Eisennman – Mini Mr and Mrs Smith
2. Gai Su – Jun Ma Shao Nian
3. Max Zinger – Naked Innocence
4. Noah Swindle – Time And Love
5. Clay Beabout – Deep Blue Breath
6. Christin Insley – Forever No More

Best Young Actress - Short
1. Hannah Eisennman – Mini Mr and Mrs Smith
2. Aya Tai – Jun Ma Shao Nian
3. Leah Thompson – Nobody But Her
4. Nike Eaton – Underground
5. Katherine McNamara – Get Off My Porch
6. Katie Gannon – Endless

Outstanding Cast Performance
1. Speed Date
2. My Hometown
3. Sugarwheels
4. Lapse
5. Zombies and A-Holes
6. Watch Out For Slick

Best Director-Short
1. Graeme Finlayson – Diamond Confidential
2. Akil DuPont – Underground
3. Matt Bird – Cold Sore
4. Gregor Erler – St. Christopher’s Roadkill
5. Matt Blume – Endless
6. Daniel D’Alimonte – The Haymaker

Best Director – Feature
1. Julian Higgins – Through the Eye
2. Aaron Kurmey – Hoodoo Voodoo
3. James McFay – Tiger
4. Joseph Meissner – Flood Streets
5. Robert Cavanah – Pimp
6. J.T. O’Neal – Au Pair Kansas

Best Picture
1. Through the Eye
2. Risen
3. Driving By Braille
4. Flood Streets
5. Embers of the Sky
6. Pimp

Best Short
1. Endless
2. Lex
3. Blood Ties
4. Ms. Christmas
5. Take Me Out
6. Mama

Best Short Short
1. God
2. Reputation
3. I Am The Wind
4. 5 Minutes
5. Slight – Laura Black
6. Surviving Hunger
**Best Animation**
1. Surviving Hunger
2. Punky Pets
3. High Strung
4. The Bolt Who Screwed Christmas
5. The War 4 for More
6. Fluffle

**Best Experimental Project**
1. Dream on Me
2. Mozzman Episode 3
3. Napoleonic
4. High Strung
5. *Stereography Experiment No. 1*
6. FOL Full of Life

**Best Produced Screenplay – Feature**
1. *Driving By Braille*
2. Tigers
3. My Hometown
4. Better
5. Decalogue
6. The Pardoner’s Tale

**Best Produced Screenplay – Short**
1. Goombah Goodbye
2. Lost In China
3. Time And Love
4. *Mama*
5. The Man Who Knew How To Fly
6. Time’s Up Eve

**Best Production Design**
1. Fallout
2. *Earthship*
3. *The Price*
5. The Man Who Knew How To Fly
6. Happily After

**Best Comedy Scene**
1. *Roshambo Apocalypse*
2. Brando and Rude Boy
3. *Zombies and Assholes*
4. While God Is Watching Us
5. Confessions of a Confused Teen
6. Three Actresses Walk Into A Bathroom

**Best Comedy – Feature**
1. Wicked Bad
2. *Swooped*
3. Time And Love
4. Zombie Drugs
5. Loss for Words
6. Shock Therapy TV

**Best Comedy – Short**
1. Baby Come Back
2. *Ms Christmas*
3. Ready to Pop
4. 5th Time Lucky
5. The Filmmaker
6. Sugarwheels

**Best Spoof**
1. Tell Gordon Hello
2. Roid Rage
3. Sugarwheels
4. Frank McCuff
5. Festival
6. *The Fro*

**Best Comedy Script**
1. The Fro
2. Oh Sister
3. Baby Come Back
4. Melting The Snowmen
5. Watch Out For Slick
6. *Snatch and Grab*
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**Best Documentary**
1. Tapping the Source
2. Into The Cold - A Journey of the Soul
3. Clickin for Love
4. Holy Rollers
5. Deforce
6. From the Midst of Pain

**Best Sports Documentary**
1. Bikes and Broken Bones
2. From The Badlands To Alcatraz
3. Chasing Legends
4. Slick City
5. Sun Devil Tough
6. Strong Bodies Fight

**Best Documentary Political**
1. Zeitgeist: Moving Forward
2. New Spirits
3. In Different Worlds
4. Ten Thousand Miles
5. From The Badlands To Alcatraz
6. Vakondok – Moleman

**Best Documentary Short**
1. Our World War II Fathers
2. Elmore Leonard: A Detroit Original
3. Challenging Impossibility
4. Tibet Abandoned
5. With My Own Two Wheels
6. Common Ground (Hollie Fifer)

**Best Drama Feature**
1. Emulation
2. Tigers
3. The Sad Café
4. Joshua Tree
5. 5th & Alameda
6. Between Hell and A Heartbeat

**Best Drama Short**
1. Underground
2. The Spirit of Isabel
3. Thoughts of Suicide
4. The Terms
5. Blood Ties
6. Naked Innocence

**Best War Piece**
1. Kings of Bushwick
2. Stuffer
3. Reue
4. Losing Consciousness
5. Wreck
6. Post Traumatic

**Best Horror Short Film**
1. An Evening with My Comatose Mother
2. The Blood Poet
3. Now That You’re Dead
4. The Insides of a Lamb
5. Suffer
6. Alter Ego

**Best Horror Film - Feature**
1. The Trap Door
2. Children of the Hunt
3. Addicted to Blood
4. Psycho Killer Bloodbath
5. Absentia
6. Hellphone

**Best Music Video**
1. Freakout 1219
2. Libby Girl: Surprise
3. Naked Innocence
4. Closer to My Dream
5. Culture Prophet - Hustler
6. M.I.L.O Farvel til ‘09
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Best Musical
1. Suprenumerary
2. Prom Date
3. Bare Knuckle Duet
4. Prohibition
5. M.I.L.O. Farvel Til ‘09

Best Song
1. Closer to My Dream
2. National Aids Memorial Grove Tribute
3. How Deep Is The Night
4. M.I.L.O. Farvel til ‘09
5. All These Things – Hounds Below
6. A Taste Of Love

Best Music Documentary
1. Beatboxing
2. The Wanteds
3. Slip Cue

Best Foreign Film – Feature
1. Jun Ma Shao Nian
2. Mole Man
3. Risen
4. Far Away Eyes
5. Meherjaan
6. Bambara Walla

Best Foreign Film – Short
1. Planet Zero
2. Radium
3. St. Christopher’s Roadkill
4. Heaven Garden
5. The Terms
6. World of Wargames

Best Student Film
1. Melting the Snowmen
2. Eye For An Eye
3. Blank Canvas
4. The Girl Across the Hall
5. The Lone Warrior
6. Insides of a Lamb

Best Female Filmmaker – Feature
1. Rubaiyat Hossain – Meherjaan
2. Carolann Stoney – Women In The Dirt
3. Nancy Iverson – From the Badlands to Alcatraz
4. Mamie Jean Calvert – The Magic of Christmas II
5. Kristina Lloyd – Driving By Braille

Best Female Filmmaker – Short
1. Alex Dawson – Clara’s Carma
2. Jessika Satori – So Shall You Reap
3. Jade Justad – Three Actresses Walk Into a Bathroom
4. Lydia Martinelli – Whiskey Neat
5. Brenda Lee Lau – Deadbeat
6. Kim Putman – 4 Walls

Best Science Fiction
1. Children of the Hunt
2. Cockpit: The Rule of Engagement
3. Earthship
4. The Small Assassin
5. Fallout
6. The Last Warrior

Best Political Statement Film
1. Change
2. Zeitgeist: Moving Forward
3. Political Animals
4. Deforce
5. I Know a Woman Like That
6. Tibet Abandoned

Best Guerilla Film - Feature
1. Black Heart
2. Hoodoo Voodoo
3. Absentia
4. Inhabitant
5. Wicked Bad
6. Kings and Nines
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Best Guerilla Film – Short
1. Blood Raven
2. Souls of Mischief
3. Lilith’s Daughters
4. Battle Hero Absolute
5. Exile
6. Baby Come Back

Best LGBT Project
1. New Spirits
2. Change
3. You Can’t Curry Love
4. The Roe Effect
5. Freak
6. Naked Innocence
7. Hate Street

Best Villain
1. June Connors – Driven by Revenge
2. Jake Silbermann – Stuffer
3. Johnny Scolls – Pitch Black
4. Nick Pendragon – Personality Disorder
5. Barry J Saltzman – Slight
6. Tiny Lister – The Trap Door

Best Western
1. The Debt Collector
2. So Shall You Reap
3. Murdoch
4. Blood Trail Part II
5. The Price

Best Period Piece
1. Through the Red Door
2. Baer
3. Blood Trail Part II
4. The Terms
5. Hollywood Forever
6. Reue

Best Faith Based Project
1. Tapping the Source
2. The Tree of Life
3. Deep Blue Breath
4. Conduit
5. While God is Watching Us
6. God

Best Composition
1. Pulp Boy
2. Taken
3. A Taste of Love
4. Slow Bleed
5. Lover
6. Life! Camera Action

Best Social Commentary Award
1. From the Midst of Pain
2. Deforce
3. In Silence
4. Touch
5. I Know a Woman Like That
6. Zeitgeist: Moving Forward

Best Dialogue - Short
1. Through the Red Door
2. Speed Dial
3. The Terms
4. The Untold
5. Black Red and Yellow
6. Carol Oliver

Best Dialogue - Feature
1. Speed Date
2. H4: Shakespeare’s Henry IV 1 & 2
3. Political Animals
4. Tigers
5. Salivate
6. The God Complex
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WAB BEST PERFORMANCE IN AN ACTING ROLE - MALE
1. Carlos Gallardo – The Price
2. Robert Cavanah – Pimp
3. Robert Factor – Pill Bottle Angels
4. Al Sutton – Five Valid Reasons for Murdering Lisa
5. Vincent Pastore – Joshua Tree
6. Emilio Roso – Joshua Tree

WAB BEST PERFORMANCE IN AN ACTING ROLE - FEMALE
1. Moniqua Plante – Pillow Talk
2. Jennifer Sun Bell – Deadbeat
3. Sharon Wright – Just Tell Me You Love Me
4. Amy Lynn Stewart – Mama
5. Danielle Vasinova – White Trash Noir
6. Aphrodite Nikolovski – The Spirit of Isabel

WAB BEST DIRECTOR FEATURE OR SHORT
2. Zeke Pinheiro and James St. Vincent – The Price
3. Carrie Lynn Certa – Undisconnected
4. Vick Wright – White Trash Noir
5. Brian Thomas Barnhardt – Agent MX-Z3RO
6. James Howarth – Inhabitant

WAB BEST IN SHOW
1. Flagpole
2. Undisconnected
3. Radium
4. Double Cross
5. Hell Week
6. Recess

HITFlic.com EXCELLENCE IN FILM & VIDEO Short
1. Vessel
2. The Terms
3. Endless
4. Conduit
5. The Spirit of Isabel
6. The Haymaker

HITFlic.com EXCELLENCE IN FILM & VIDEO FEATURE
1. Driving By Braille
2. Through The Eye
3. H4 – Shakespeare’s Henry the 4th
4. House of the Rising Sun
5. Decalogue
6. Pimp

HITFlics.com PERFORMER OF THE YEAR
1. Saskia Burmeister – Cold Sore
2. Dave Bautista – House of the Rising Sun
3. Will Yun Lee- Far Away Eyes
4. Amy Lynn Stewart - Mama
5. Tom Sizemore - Through The Eye
6. Michael Madsen – Joshua Tree

Write Brothers Excellence in Film and Video Award
1. Brooke Lewis – Sprinkles
2. Saye Yabandeh – 5th & Alameda
3. Jade Justad – Three Actresses Walk Into a Bathroom
4. Dory Armor – Table Six
5. Tiny Lister – The Trap Door
6. Jillian O’Neil – A Separate Life
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In Mag Award of Excellence
For Film:
Animal II
The Safehouse
Our World War II Fathers
Speed Date

For Acting:
Danielle Vasinova – White Trash Noir
Carmen C. Barken – Agent MX-Z3RO

Action On Film Specialty Awards:
Courage In Film Award
Trudy Sarge – Keeping Amy
Ford Austin – Dahmer Vs. Gacy
Kenneth Barr – The Academy

2011 AOF Rising Star Awards
Emilo Roso – Acting-Male
Aphrodite Nikolovski – Acting -Female
Lydia Martinelli – Director

2011 Dragon Award Winner
Richard Norton

2011 Maverick Award Winner
Diana Lee Inosanto

2011 Half Life Award Winner
Nick Mancuso – Award Accepted by John Savage

2011 Encore Award Winner
Harry Lennix

2011 Legends Award Winner
Michael Des Barres

2011 Lifetime Achievement Award
Bill Plympton

This is the complete list of AOF 2011 Awards for Film and Video. There are no other Official AOF Awards for this season. Thank you to all of our great filmmakers, writers, sponsors and guests.

If you did not pick up your award at the 2011 Award show, you may contact the AOF office at 626.325.3406 to schedule a pick up of your award. Please note that awards for pick up or shipping will not be available until after August 8, 2011.

If you would like to order duplicate awards, please visit the AOF Website and click on the ‘Store’ link on the navigation bar.

Note: The Guerilla Award is presented on behalf of Xristos Georgiadis. Thank you for the legacy!